Abstract
Motivation
Internet services quality can be greatly improved if an application network provides them. Application networks are a set of coordinated application servers distributed throughout the Internet, thereby clients can access a nearby server that provides a low latency service. Application network provide client requests with good quality of service: a request from location X will be provided by nearer server A instead of farther server B; also server A load will not increase beyond a threshold, causing successive requests to be delayed, and some requests are redirected to a distant but less loaded server. Those servers are connected, setting up an application layer topology, and coordinated for request redirection, load balancing and replica consistency. Examples of application networks are content distribution networks, proxy-caching hierarchies, chat server networks or peerto-peer networks as Gnutella [19] .
Existing application networks are manually created and modified: new servers are manually installed and connections among servers are manually configured. However Internet services have very dynamic demands with temporal and spatial variations [18] ; static application networks can not provide these demands with good service quality (unless they are overprovisioned to the worst case: the hot spot service demand f.e. Akamai network [1] ). An application network that adapts to those variations will serve such dynamic demands with a good service quality. Adapting to demand variations involves adding and removing servers, migrating servers to locations where new demand arises, and deleting and creating connections among servers. To implement this functionality it is required a programmable Internet services infrastructure. A programmable infrastructure is composed of resources distributed throughout the Internet where service providers can remotely activate and stop application servers.
Moreover, to facilitate application networks adapt to demand variations maintaining good service quality while consuming few resources, application networks must be deployed, "to spread out or arrange for effective action" [11] , instead of being uncoordinatedly activated. As a result of application network deployment, application servers are placed at appropriate locations, connected and coordinated to provide a good service quality.
Related Work
Provisioning variable service demands has been pursued by Radar [16] dynamic hosting service where static content is migrated towards hosts close to the demand. P2P and CDN networks that cache static content also move content close to clients on demand. Application service providers such as Ejasent [10] are proprietary frameworks for activating web service at increasing number of nodes as demand rises; but they only implement capabilities needed by their customers. As represented in figure 1, Xweb extends current static application networks towards an application network service that is dynamically deployed in a programmable infrastructure to adapt to demand variations. [23] ; active services that provide per request on demand service activation, such as AS.1 framework [3] . Some gather processing resource for parallel computational intensive applications: Grids [12] , some gather storage resources for static content dissemination and/or archival: Lbone [6] , and some allocate generic resources for conferencing systems: Darwin [7] . However none of them has been designed with the goal of creating and modifying dynamically application networks. Xweb extends programmable infrastructures with deployment mechanisms (see figure 1 ), so that application network are dynamically activated, connected and coordinated. Vandal [13] , Xbone [22] and Xbind [16] deploy virtual networks and services at layer three maintaining control of topology, routing and resource utilization, with various levels of programmability.
Xweb

Deployment Framework
Application networks must not be created activating application servers uncoordinatedly. Application networks must be deployed "to spread out or arrange for effective action" [11] . We have used this metaphor to model a deployment framework for computer based application network. In this deployment model there are application users that demand a service; a limited number of resources with which to construct that service. A deployment plan determines which resources have to be allocated, how to activate and coordinate server instances. This deployment plan is executed by allocating resources, distributing service code and installing, executing, connecting and coordinating servers that provide the application.
Figure 2. Framework building blocks
A deployment plan is designed to accomplish two different objectives: provide requested service level, and minimise resource utilization, while fulfilling any other imposed constraints. A deployment plan specifies application network deployment commands. The service plan contains all commands and information to activate an application network: resource mapping commands (where to allocate resources), resource allocation commands (which resources), and service composition commands (how to distribute code, how to bind server to resources, and how to connect and coordinate servers).
Xweb Building Blocks
To realize such model we propose to implement a framework with these building blocks (see figure 2 ): a programmable Internet service infrastructure, resource discovery and monitoring, service specifications, resource mapping, resource allocation, service composition. Resource discovery and service specifications provide input to create a deployment plan with a resourcemapping algorithm. Allocating resources, distributing code and composing an application network in the programmable infrastructure, carry out the deployment plan. Changes in demand or resource availability are feedback to resource discovery and service specification modules triggering a re-deployment operation.
Internet Service Programmable Infrastructure
An Internet service programmable infrastructure comprises a number of nodes that provide resources and an execution environment. The execution environment at each node must permit simultaneous execution of several servers from different application networks. Execution environments with these properties are multitasking operating systems, such as UNIX derived OS and virtual machines such as Java Virtual Machine.
Deployment Plan Input: Resource Availability and Service Specifications
Resource discovery and monitoring provides deployment managers with an up-to-date resource offer specifying which nodes support activation of new services, its resource type and quantity. Resources can be discovered and monitored proactively (managers query nodes) or indirectly (managers lookup resource availability in a directory f.e. Globus MDS [9] ). Xweb employs a proactive mechanism called multicast expanded ring search used at the Xbone [21] . It sends queries at a multicast channel with increasing time-to-live packets; resources respond queries directly to managers in a unicast channel. This mechanism, sketched in Fig. 3 , discovers large numbers of nodes in a short time with little network overhead.
Service specifications summarize service demand and include service-wide properties and resource requirements, which indicate how overall service is provided to users. Service specifications are represented by three different requirements:
Resource requirements, which can be normalized for one client demand, i.e. execution environment, storage size, per request network capacity, request duration, and service level.
Service demand is a table containing demand population and access frequency of demand regions, where regions can be IP subnets, AS areas, or geographical areas.
Service-wide constraints for application networks are: maximum network diameter (number of servers a request will be forwarded to before being provided by an origin server: high diameter application networks provide the least costly services because few requests reach to distant origin servers, low diameter networks provide lower response times since each request forwarding adds a delay), level of redundancy (number of different servers for each region: redundancy comes at a higher cost), a maximum number of server can be specified to avoid incurring in a large cost. Fig. 4 shows an XML specification. 
Resource Mapping
Resource mapping functionality chooses most appropriate nodes where to deploy application networks. Resource availability determines sets of candidate nodes.
Service specifications reduce candidate sets and some combinations are discarded. Among remaining mappings, it is selected the one which optimises some value: either maximising overall service quality (service quality is measured by client-to-server distance and/or server load; distance is proportional to response time, Internet hops or path throughput; the higher client-to-server distance the worse service level can be expected) or/and minimising costs (cost is measured by resource consumption per server cost plus network traffic).
In the application networks literature there are several algorithms that optimise application networks, subject to different constraints. Some considers storage as the unique constrained resource and try to minimize overall client-to-server distance i.e. Dahlin cooperative replacement algorithm [13] or Stor-Serv Intelligent Storage Network [8] . Others model application networks as a load-balancing and minimize replication cost and distances, Radar [16] .
We have designed a simple algorithm that we call "connected placement" application network mapping algorithm. If is based on the fact that application networks create most of its traffic from edge servers to client (caching can reduce outbound traffic by 40%, therefore it is a reasonable assumption), therefore it is more important to minimize client-to-server traffic. First it calculates positions of edge servers (servers nearer to clients) by a placement algorithm which minimizes overall client-toserver distances selecting only among those nodes with appropriate resources available. In a second phase those edge servers locations can be consider as client locations of second level servers, therefore its locations can be found executing the placement algorithm again. This is repeated until the maximum network diameter is reached, when servers are fully connected to each other setting up a mesh. We will evaluate it in a future work.
Resource Allocation
A local resource allocator at each resource node has to keep a list of allocated resources so that it does not allocate more resources than available. Besides it has to enforces strict partitioning of resources so that different application at the same node do not interfere with each other. Deployment managers can control resource allocations at resource agents with per node individual command messages. However it is a mechanism which suffers from scalability and resource contention problems. There exist more distributed alternatives such as "multicast injection", based on multicast, which provides distributed resource allocation with comparable efficiency, little resource contention and much less traffic generated at deployment managers locations, we have evaluated it in another paper [2] .
Application Network Composition
Application networks are composed of software entities executed at different nodes. They communicate and coordinate for effective service and efficient resources utilization. Mechanisms required to compose an application network are 1) distribute service code to nodes, 2) bind service code to local resources on those nodes, 3) coordinate all service instances.
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Figure 5. Composition Mechanisms
Application network deployment requires dynamic resource binding mechanisms, so that services bind and unbind from resources on the fly.
Composing an application network involves connecting and coordinating service instances. Communication is defined by connectivity among its members and coordination by rules governing coordination among them. Application layer network connections are TCP virtual circuits or UDP port pairs among servers. Rules governing coordination among service instance are very simple rules: "if cannot be processed here, forward to node x", "if coming from nodes x or y, forward to node z". Therefore it involves creating communication channels, and providing rules on how to cooperate. Again these mechanisms should be dynamic.
Xweb Implementation: Web Proxy Caching and Chat Server Application Network Deployment
Web proxy-caching application network provide a caching service for web clients. Web pages are cached at intermediate servers. Pages that cannot be provided by a server are forward to a parent proxy-cache [24] . Chat server application networks are a number of chat servers that are connected and coordinated to share chat channels [14] .
Deployment and Security Architecture
The deployment model clearly has two differentiated roles: service provider and resource providers. Resource providers are programmable infrastructure nodes. They assume a passive role in that they provide resources and an execution environment. Service providers assume an active role in that they command deployment of the application network, controlling resource allocation and service composition. Therefore the system architecture is composed of resource agents at resource providers' nodes and deployment managers at service providers' nodes. Resource agent implements resource allocation, code distribution, resource binding and service composition. Deployment managers implement resource discovery, a service specification front-end, resource mapping, and deployment plan creation. Deployment managers command resource agents to allocate resources, obtain service code, bind service programs to allocated resources, and configure application network coordination.
Resource agents implement an access control mechanism controlled by resource providers. These give access to certain deployment manager to perform resource allocation and service composition operation on their resources. Deployment manager communicate with resource agents through a secure SSL connection. In this way only authenticated deployment manager can perform operations over resources. Deployment managers only deploy application networks over authenticated nodes. A certification authority certifies both parties.
Xweb Programmable Infrastructure and Resources
The Xweb programmable infrastructure is made from Linux nodes and Java-Tomcat execution environments (therefore it is possible to deploy Linux service and Servlet based application networks). Each node makes public its resource availability: execution environment, maximum network capacity, storage capacity and adjacent network regions where service can be provided. In our prototype these values are provided by manual configuration, however they can be obtained dynamically. Our prototype consists of only three resource nodes, plus a deployment manager node. In such infrastructure it is possible to deploy several application networks made up of three servers.
Deployment Manager
Multicast Expanded-Ring Search Resource Discovery and Monitoring Xweb multicast expanded ring search is the Xbone [22] implementation. Resource agents listen to IP multicast address 224.192.0.1 waiting for resource discovery requests. Responses are only sent to trust managers in a unicast secure SSL connections containing resource properties. Deployment managers send resource discovery messages after receiving a deployment request from a user through its interface, and periodically send resource availability reports.
Specifications Input Deployment managers have a web interface so that several service providers can access from remote locations. Through this interface, service creators input service names, code location, start time, service input service specification plus application network duration and can adjust some deployment parameters.
Resource requirements supported are: execution environment (type of service), storage size, maximum distance to server, and network traffic generated; demand is specified as a list of AS regions; service wide constraints are maximum number of servers.
Resource Mapping Algorithm
The resource mapping algorithm implementation selects for each demand region a resource node with enough resources among those that are nearer to that region. This algorithm does not optimise number of resource locations, but it provides a good service since each demand region has one server that is nearby and has enough resources. Edge servers are connected in a tree whose root is the node not been selected for any region.
Deployment Process Control Deployment managers control if deployment process is being carried out as planned. They have to maintain a record of every operation started for future resource release or commit operations.
Resource Agents
Local Resource Allocator Resource agents keep a list of allocated and free local resources. It has to enforce strict partitioning of resources so that different application being provided from one node does not interfere with each other.
In our implementation there are two allocation tables for storage of resources and network bandwidth capacity. On receiving an allocation command, resource agents check if they have available resources to deploy a new service in its node. If so they proceed to decrease free resource table and increase allocated resources table in an atomic operation.
On Demand Code Distribution
There exist many mechanisms for code distribution with different levels of security and performance. Existing programmable infrastructures provide mechanism for active code and executables distribution that are based on file transfer mechanisms such as FTP. As well any content distribution mechanism can be adapted such as multicast transport or HTTP-based.
Xweb implements a code distribution mechanism based on HTTP. Deployment managers send resource agents a code server location and code file name as a URL. Resource agents download code from such location through an HTTP GET transaction.
Dynamic Server Installation & Activation
Applications are programmed so as to be bound to local resources forever at installation time and at service start time. They demand memory, CPU or network capacity to the local operating system. Without modifying service code it is required to halt and restart service programs to change its resource bindings. If application programs were programmed to bind or unbind to resources at an external signal, dynamic resource binding would be much easier.
Since we do not modify service programs, Xweb implements dynamic resource binding by halting and restarting services. Applications are installed using Linux RPM package tools. Server programs are stopped, read its new bindings from a configuration file, and restarted. Binding to a new resource allocation requires stopping and starting the service.
Dynamic Server Coordination & Communication Channel Creation
It is required on-the-fly switching of communication channels, and on-the-fly reconfiguration of cooperation rules responding to deployment manager commands. However applications create TCP virtual circuits or UDP port pairs at start up.
Since we have not modified service programs, to change server connections applications need to be halted, read its new communication channel configuration, and restarted creating a new sockets connection. Again most applications can only be configured at start time on which will be their parents or peer servers. Therefore resource agents have to stop, reconfigure and restart servers to modify coordination rules. Fortunately a system signal sent to squid proxy-caching server makes it reread its configuration file.
Prototype Setup
The prototype programmable infrastructure consisted of 3 nodes. Every node had a Pentium IV processor with 10 Mbps LAN Internet connectivity and 1 Gbyte storage capacity. They were running Linux RedHat 7.1 therefore it could be deployed Linux applications. A resource agent was installed at each node. A fourth machine had a deployment manager installed. In the experiments it were deployed web proxy-caching hierarchy (Cache ALN), which used squid proxy-caching server [24] , and chat server networks (Chat ALN), which used Internet Relay Chat server [14] . They required 1 Mbps and 100 Kbps network capacity, and 200 Mbytes and 1 Mbytes storage capacity respectively. Clients demand came in both cases from all available regions; therefore at least one server should be activated at each node.
Temporal Response Evaluation
We measured temporal response to a deployment request event because we are interested in finding how quickly application networks can be deployed, and how fast application networks adapt to demand and resource availability variations. Figure 6 shows Xweb temporal response, it consists of three main phases: resource discovery, deployment plan creation and deployment time. Resource discovery initiates as soon as an application network specification web form is post by a service provider, it ends when resource availability information is saved. 
Results
Additional Support for Deployment
We have found that Internet services programmable infrastructures must provide additional support for application network deployment. Besides providing shared resources, an execution environment, and virtualisation support for simultaneous execution of multiple services, Internet services programmable infrastructures should provide:
Resource containers that allow strict resource partitioning among different applications. Which will likely compete for resources, using resources allocated to other applications or consume more resources than were allocated. Mechanisms such as resource container [5] or cluster reserves [4] are a possible solution.
Virtual resource binders and switching sockets should provide dynamic resource binding. So that applications bind dynamically to resources, instead of halting and restarting them, applications code could be modified to switch communication channels on receiving an external signal. Or unmodified applications could bind to a virtual resource binder at service start time, and virtual resource binders will bind and unbind to real resources at an external signal. A switching socket will permit to reconfigure dynamically communication channels among servers without application support. We are investigating Service sockets [20] that provide reconfigurable sockets.
A safe execution environments should not interfere with applications, altering maliciously or unintentionally its behaviour, configuration or data. It is a hard problem without an apparent good solution. Only encrypted programs seem not to be vulnerable to malicious execution environments [21] .
Improving Temporal Response
t Resource_Discovery is a very low value because there is low overhead due to transmission latencies (the experiment was carried on a local area network) and because Resource_Availability_Check is the lowest possible value (it was implemented as a function that return resource properties values obtained some time in the near past). t Deployment_Plan_Creation is also low because t Resource_Mapping is low. Algorithm did not have to select among many mappings because specifications were chosen so that all available nodes were required. Scalability of both times will have to be measured through simulation.
t Resource_Allocation is a low value because resource allocations are simply written to a locked file. t Server_Activation and t Server_Coordination are added because server coordination took place at server start up.
Total deployment has its largest overhead because t Resource_Binding and t Code_Distribution are very long. t Resource_Binding for a proxy caching service involves partitioning storage resources in a directory hierarchy where files will be cached afterwards; for typical cache sizes, it is a long operation in general purpose file systems. t Code_Distribution is the longest overhead; specially for squid proxy cache, squid code was 948Kbytes, and because code server was situated at an international site with average transfers rate of 80Kbytes. Possible mechanisms to diminish it are reusing installed code through caching, replicating code servers, or incrementally loadable application code. Service installation is the second longest action; it could diminish if application code could be incrementally installed. The third longest action, server activation, involves reading several configuration files, checking various system parameters and variables, and performing several operating system calls.
Conclusions
This work presents a framework for application network deployment in a programmable Internet service infrastructure that provides mechanisms so that application networks can be rapidly created and can adapt to demand variations. It consists of these building blocks: programmable infrastructure, resource discovery, service specification, deployment plan, resource allocation, and service composition. It has been implemented in a prototype called the Xweb. It consists of a programmable infrastructure made up of nodes that provides a programming environment where to servers can be dynamically activated. Each node has a resource agent that implements resource allocation, code distribution, resource binding and service composition. Deployment managers implement resource discovery, a service specification front-end, resource mapping, and service plan. This prototype shows how to deploy web-caching hierarchies and chat server application networks.
Results from such experimental evaluation are two fold, first implementation efforts shows that programmable infrastructures should incorporate resource container for strict resource partitioning and virtual resource binders in the form of switching socket or similar for dynamic resource binding. In second place application networks have been deployed in a period of time on the order of seconds, which is better that what could be obtained previously by manual operations.
